1. The Hermit Thrush.
2. Yes.
3. Probably the White-crowned Sparrow, but the Song Sparrow
is a close second.
4. Vultures feed on carrion, and a strong, grasping foot is not 			
		
required to restrain or capture prey.
5. Foretell the future.
6. Yes, its internal temperature can reach 113 degrees Fahrenheit, incredibly near the 		
lethal limit in birds.
7. Lewis’ Woodpecker.
8. A parliament of owls. The term generally applies to a group of owls roosting 		
in a tree.
9. There are numerous reasons, but one of the primary advantages of flocking 			
is that it provides a degree of protection from predators. A predator has 		
more difficulty concentrating on a single individual in a flock than on 			
one bird flying alone.
10. California with 11.
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all makes
me think of squirrels eating
acorns and storing them for the winter.
It might be my imagination but it seems
like they started early this year. The
birds are eating heavier than normal as
well. Maybe an early winter or an especially cold one? The jays and squirrels
will keep busy burying the acorns and
then stealing them from each other. I
once watched a squirrel carefully bury a
peanut while a Scrub Jay watched. When
the squirrel left the jay simply flew over,
dug up the peanut, and flew off to bury
it in his own special place. According
to studies, jays can remember exactly
where they bury their food, squirrels
do not. They just dig around looking for
buried food.
Squirrels eat a variety of food
- meat, fruit, vegetables, eggs, nuts, and
seed. As the summer wears on and it
gets hot and dry, the squirrels start looking for things that are sweet and juicy. I
had a large, beautiful Jade plant that was
slowly disappearing. I blamed the deer
until I caught the squirrels sneaking up
and working away on the big, juicy trunk
until it fell over like timber. I recently
heard a squirrel up in the tree gnawing
loudly on something for quite a while. Finally the precious item fell to the ground
sounding almost like glass. It turned out
to be a fairly large, hollow leg bone, possibly from a deer. He was getting nutrition from the bone marrow. Squirrels do
not have their young in the dead of winter, but they do collect material for the
nests they use to sleep in at night. You
might notice the nesting material you put
out for the birds has suddenly disappeared. They break off strips of bark and
leaves from your favorite trees to use in
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their nest along with something
the skinniest of poles. I have had excelsoft to finish it off. Weird things
lent luck keeping the squirrels off my
have been discovered in squirrel
feeders with just a squirrel baffle over
nests – pantyhose, socks, small towels,
the top of my tube feeders. My feedthe stuffing from your patio furniture.
ers are 5-6 feet from the trunks of the
We mainly have three species
trees and I do not use a seed tray on the
of squirrels in our area: Eastern Fox
bottom of my bird feeder. I used to, but
Squirrel (most common, reddish-brown
the squirrels would just slip off the baffle
in color, actually a non-native species),
and grab onto the seed tray. As soon
Western Gray Squirrel (native squiras I removed the seed trays, no more
rel, now found mostly in the hills), and
squirrels on my feeders. It’s been workCalifornia Ground Squirrel (native speing for years now (or until this newsletcies, mainly in the open spaces, but also,
ter prints). Squirrel-proof feeders can
unfortunately, in and around dwellings,
also work as long as your squirrels can’t
like nature stores). Ground squirrels are
simply lean over from a pole, fence, tree
especially smart and destructive. They
trunk, house, etc. Again, certain styles
dig burrows in the ground and just as
work for some and not for others, but
easily in the roof. I have two holes in
mostly no one.
the ceiling of the Store and another
You can also
in the wall. Rats? No. Mice? Nope.
try the feedGround squirrels. How do I know
and-distract
for sure? They have the nerve to
approach. I have
gnaw through the wall and then
to say that it
stick their heads out through the
helps but does
holes during store hours. It was
not solve the
fascinating to watch one come in
problem entirely.
the Store one day, get up on the
Putting out a
window sill and stare out the winsquirrel feeder
dow for 15 minutes without moving
gives the squira muscle. My attention span isn’t
rels easy access
Western Gray Squirrel
even that long.
to food for themWhether you love them, hate
selves. And, works pretty well until the
them or somewhere in between (wait,
food is gone which is usually in less than
there is no in between) squirrels are
a minute. Then, it’s back to finish off the
interesting creatures. And, whether you
bird feeder.
feed them or not, they are a force to be
If I could speak squirrel I would
reckoned with in the backyard. Squirreltell them that most people really do
proof bird feeders seem to work for some enjoy watching and observing them
and not for others. It depends largely on
and giving them something to eat now
the existing trees and vegetation in your
and then. And, we don’t mind if they
yard and the cleverness of your squirrels. eat some of our plants, vegetables, or
Poles work well provided they are not
birdseed. JUST LEAVE SOMETHING FOR
located close to a launching pad, such as
SOMEONE ELSE!
a fence, tree, or roof. And, the pole must
~Bless the Birds (and the squirrels)
have a squirrel baffle (guard) on it not
less than four feet from the ground to
keep the squirrels from climbing up even

-Joanie, Annie , and Molly

Key Animal
of the
East Bay Hills
In June, I
attended a talk
given by Joe
Didonato, Stewardship Manager of
the East Bay Regional Park District.
Well, of course I knew that ground
squirrels are responsible for the support of many other animal and plant
species. They are considered the
animal most key to the health of the
ecosystem of the East Bay.
The California ground squirrel (Spermophilus beecheyi) is one
of nine species of ground squirrels
in California. Their
burrows
are from
two-fee to
seven- or
eight-feet
deep and
five- to
thirty-five feet long, with one or two
openings in a 150-yard maximum
home range. The longest burrow
recorded was 741 feet long with 33
openings with multiple chambers.
S. beecheyi is found from British
Columbia to Northern Mexico.
Their preferred habitat is
grazed grasslands so they can have
a good view over short grass to see
predators. If weeds (or grasses) are
allowed to grow, the squirrels will
move to a more open habitat. (So,
better than poisoning them to get rid
of them, just let the weeds grow!)
Ground squirrels are a food source
for many predators, including golden
eagles (ground squirrels are 70%
of their diet in the Altamont Pass

region), gopher snakes (50-70% of
their diet), bobcats, coyotes and San
Joaquin kit foxes (an endangered
species).
Many animals use ground
squirrels burrows, including burrowing owl (the only raptor in California
that nests underground), California tiger salamander (the female
spends 11 months underground),
California red legged frog, western
toad, rattlesnake, desert tortoise
and various insects. Several of
these species are listed as Species
of Special Concern. Without ground
squirrel burrows, they would quickly
move to the Endangered Species list.
The ground squirrel’s relationship to rattlesnakes is especially
interesting because adult squirrels
develop a resistance to the toxin in
rattlesnake venom. They also defend
themselves by blocking off their tunnels, moving their pups away and
fighting back when threatened by
a rattlesnake. They use tail wagging to confuse the snake and, most
fascinating, more blood flows to the
squirrel’s rapidly moving tail making
it warmer than the rest of the squirrel, confusing the pit viper’s infrared
sensing, and often causes the snake
to give up and leave.
Plague (Yersinia pestis) is
sometimes found in the blood of
resistant ground squirrels. This can
be spread by fleas to other animals. There have been 38 cases
of human plague in CA since 1970.
(When the Hospital receives ground
squirrels for care, one of the first
things we do is powder to get rid of
fleas.)
By
Pam Nave
Wildlife Rehabilitation Supervisor
Lindsay Wildlife Museum

Local Tracks of North America
You’ve probably
seen the handy Local
Birds of the San
Francisco Bay Area.
Now, there’s Local Tracks
of North America. It
is a laminated fold-up
card with commonly
seen tracks of canines,
felines, hoofed animals, birds,
invertebrates. But, the most
interesting section is on scat
(otherwise known as “doodoo”). Annie has finally
been able to identify those
mysterious tracks in the
backyard. We definitely have a
Nine-banded Armadillo eating
our bird seed.

Join us for food and drink
to celebrate our 11th anniversary! We will have some special, scary visitors with us from
Corvid Connection between
1:00pm and 3:00pm.
Meet Elaine Friedman and her
Halloween companions for a
close-up look at these
beautiful, mysterious
and mythological creatures. Who are they?
Come and see for
yourself!
Wheel House Socks
We’ve carried these quality
cotton socks for a while, but there
are new styles you should check
out!
Squirrel Feeders

1. During the winter, which is the most numerous of
the spot-breasted thrushes in the U.S?
2. Do Barn Owls consume prey on the ground?
3. Which is the most intensively-studied
American songbird?
4. Why do vultures have less powerful feet
than other raptors?
5. What did the ancient Greeks believe
owls could do?
6. Is the Mourning Dove especially resistant
to high temperatures?
7. Which northern woodpecker has a very direct flight,
tending not to undulate in typical woodpecker
fashion?
8. What is a group of owls called?
9. Why do birds flock?
10. Which state has the most species of woodpeckers,
and how many occur there?
(From: 10,001 Titillating Tidbits of Avian Trivia – By Frank S. Todd)

These are our most popular
squirrel feeders. You can put
loose feed in the squirrel
“munch box” (we have
a metal style, too, for
those prolific chewers)
or you can screw on a dried,
corn-on-the-cob for the simplest and cheapest squirrel
feeder.
Who said we don’t carry
enough men’s gifts?
The perfect gift
for the man in your
life – tools! We have
wrenches shaped like
dogs and pliers in the shape
of a cat. Irresistible Christmas gifts for men or women.

Squirrels of the West
If you’re REALLY into squirrels this field guide helps you identify and understand the squirrels you
encounter. This guide describes the 65 species of squirrels found west of the Mississippi River
and includes a quick reference guide with illustrations of all the squirrels in the book. Nice
squirrely Christmas gift for $10.95.

Outwitting Squirrels

This is more than just a fun book on how to outwit squirrels and “101 cunning stratagems to
reduce dramatically the egregious misappropriation of seed from your birdfeeder by squirrels”. It includes chapters such as Misadventures with Squirrels, Over-the-Counter Antisquirrel Structures and Devices, Advanced Antisquirrel Strategems, Protecting Gardens and Flowers,
What to Do if You Think Squirrels are Cute, and Quitting. Only $11.95 and worth every penny for
the entertainment value.

Need More Advice?
Our Advice From a Tree
t-shirts were so popular (and,
wise), we now carry Advice From
a Squirrel, Advice From a Bat,
Advice From a Cat, and Advice
From a Dog. T-shirts are heavyweight, pre-shrunk 100% cotton
and only $16.95.

Lindsay Wildlife Museum
Introduction to Wildlife Rehabilitation:
Attend an introduction to Lindsay’s wildlife
rehabilitation program. Completion of this class makes
you eligible (at no extra cost) for participation in the
comprehensive wildlife rehab core curriculum – 16 hours
of instruction designed to prepare you to help raise and
rehab more than 6,000 native California animals brought
to the Museum each year.
-Saturday, November 18, 9am -12:30pm, $65 or
		
$100 (non-member)
-Saturday, January 20, 2007
On My Mountain
ABA Birding Tour Endorsement
If you are an American Birding Association
member or a member of On My Mountain Club (if you
are a East Bay Nature customer you can automatically
become a member), you may sign up for either of these
tours at the special advertised prices:
-Spring Warbler Migration in Tennessee
		
May 6-11 2007 From $1999
-Birding Bonanza in Northern Argentina
		
July 1-14 2007 From $3799
		

For more information on these trips visit:
www.onmymountain.com/aba/

Due to popular demand the following trips have been
added:
-Birding and Natural History Tour to Costa Rica 		
		
January 12-29 2007
-Birding and natural History Safari to
			
South Africa
		
October 20 – November 4 2006

